Ready for the
new workforce
IT professionals meet
and exceed the needs of the
work-from-anywhere (WFA)
generation.
The Lenovo ThinkPad® Z Series,
with business- ready AMD Ryzen™
PRO 6000 Series processors, was created
for this new era of work and where
the needs of IT professionals and workers
converge.

Lenovo recommends
Windows 11 Pro for business.

Lenovo recommends Windows 11 Pro for business

Power their purpose
Welcome to the new workforce. A generation
of creative, inspired individuals reshaping work
to fit their daily lives and their values, improving
all of it in the process.
The face of work is changing.
By 2030, 74% of the workforce will be millennials
and Generation Z workers.1
The location of work is changing.
Remote workers will make up 53% of the U.S. workforce,
52% of the UK workforce, and 31% of the global workforce
by next year.2
The tools for work are changing.
Work should fit life. Your users’ devices should fit both.
This is why two-thirds of millennial and Generation Z
workers say that freedom of choice in devices is among
their top priorities.3

74%
of the workforce will be millennials
and Gen Z workers by 2030.1

ThinkPad Z13

It’s time to expect more from laptops.
The Lenovo ThinkPad® Z Series is designed for today’s
professional creators and innovators.
The design: Modern + streamlined
You can take these sleek, elegant laptops
anywhere. But don’t let their looks fool you.
Their power rivals their beauty.
The experience: Fast + powerful
Get work done anywhere with refreshing
speed delivered by the AMD Ryzen™ PRO
6000 Series processor and extended battery
life that enables your users to leave the power
cord behind.
The materials: Responsible + sustainable
When sustainability is part of the design
from the start, your users’ technology tools
can also reflect their values. The Z Series is
built with recyclable materials and packaged
in compostable containers, reducing
environmental impact.
The support: Dedicated + comprehensive
The Z Series provides silicon-level protection
from security threats with Lenovo ThinkShield,
AMD PRO security, and the Microsoft Pluton
security processor. Plus, Lenovo Premier
Support offers a 24/7/365 remote help
desk with dedicated, unscripted, advanced
technical support.
Work from anywhere. Collaborate with ease.
The Z Series supports your users’ vision
of work, without compromises.

ThinkPad Z13

Modern, progressive design
Meet the sleek, new ThinkPad Z Series, designed
for how and where your users want to work.
Lenovo ThinkPad® Z13
The new Lenovo ThinkPad Z13 is built for productive
mobility. Thin and ultra-light, this 13" laptop features
an incredible camera, edge-to-edge keyboard, haptic
ForcePad,™ customizable TrackPoint buttons, and
an ultra-narrow bezel to maximize screen real estate.
Available in bronze with recycled PET vegan leather
or arctic grey.

ThinkPad Z13 is
available in recycled
PET vegan leather
and is packaged
in compostable
containers.

Lenovo ThinkPad® Z16
The new Lenovo ThinkPad Z16 offers the ultimate
in work-from-anywhere performance. This 16" laptop
features high-powered graphics processing, the highest
screen-to-body ratio of any ThinkPad, premium camera
with new webcam e-shutter, LTE connectivity, and the
first 120mm-wide haptic ForcePad™ on a ThinkPad.
The Z16 provides an elevated experience: simple beauty
with exceptional power — all in an elegant arctic grey
aluminum body.
The ThinkPad Z Series powers today’s innovators
and creators no matter where they work — and
looks good doing it.
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A premium experience: Fast and powerful
The Lenovo ThinkPad Z Series is powered by the
latest AMD Ryzen™ 6000 PRO Series processors
and Windows 11 Pro to deliver new possibilities
for where and how your users work.
The AMD Ryzen™ PRO processor was built for productivity
on the go with Zen 3+ architecture, advanced 6nm process
technology, and Integrated Radeon™ 600M graphics.

Immersive collaboration
Experience studio-quality conferencing with virtual
backgrounds, image quality enhancement, background
noise removal, face recognition, and object detection.
It’s all made possible with:
• FHD computer vision camera
• A 16:10 FHD+ low-power and QHD+ OLED display
• Real-time signal processing from USB camera feed
• Wi-Fi 6E connectivity (LTE also available in the Z16)

All-day battery life
The power-efficient performance of the AMD Ryzen™ PRO
processor means work can happen anywhere. Unlock truly
hybrid, on-the-go innovation with power to spare.

Windows 11 flexibility
Windows 11 Pro supports the way you and your team work
now and paves the way for tomorrow — with comprehensive
security, business-class productivity tools, and flexible
management options.

Going green is sweet!
The Z-Series is packaged in

100%
compostable bamboo
and sugar cane.

ThinkPad Z13
with PET vegan leather

A commitment to sustainability
The Lenovo Z Series are the most sustainable
ThinkPads ever built, with recyclable materials
used throughout and in the packaging that
surrounds them.
At Lenovo, packaging isn’t just a way to get finished
ThinkPad laptops from our manufacturing facility safely
into our customers’ hands. It’s an opportunity for our
packaging engineers and designers to make
a sustainable difference through innovation.

Bamboo and sugar cane packaging
The Z Series is packaged for retail in recyclable bamboo
and sugar cane materials that are 100% home-compostable
and can also be recycled as paper.

Aluminum body
The ThinkPad Z Series features a 75% post-consumer
recycled aluminum body. Power is delivered through
the 90% post-consumer recycled battery pack. The Z16
also offers a 90% post-consumer recycled 65W adapter.

PET vegan leather cover
This optional cover for the Z Series is made of 95%
recycled polyurethane.

Carbon offset made simple
Lenovo’s CO2 Offset Service is one of the first of its kind
in the technology industry. Lenovo has partnered
with leading certified providers of CO2 offset services,
making carbon emissions offsetting easier. Purchasing
carbon offsets is simple — they can be added to any
Z Series purchase or new/existing contract.

Since 2008, we’ve
eliminated more than

ThinkPad Z13
with PET vegan leather

3,100

tons of packing
consumption by weight.
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Innovations that keep
you safe along the way
The ThinkPad Z Series offers frictionless
protection from today’s most sophisticated
threats, so your users can focus on what matters.
In addition to the chip-level protection of ThinkShield,
AMD PRO security, and Microsoft Pluton, the Z Series
offers safeguards from physical theft and cyberattacks.

Online protection
To protect a remote workforce, security measures must
extend beyond the device itself and must create a safe
working environment without slowing productivity.
The following critical security features help users
lock out cyberattacks.
Lenovo Wi-Fi Security. Warns users of suspicious
behavior with a “safe/not safe to connect” alert message
Webcam privacy shutter. Integrated physical webcam
cover protects against visual hacking
BUFFERZONE sandbox safety. Creates a virtual
environment that safely contains email sessions and
web browsing activity and completely isolates devices
from attack

Theft protection
Research from the University of Pittsburgh found that a
laptop has a one in 10 chance of being stolen — and only
a 2% chance of recovery.4 The following security protections
will block intruders and lock data if a hacker physically gets
ahold of a device.
Lenovo tamper switch. Alerts IT if the back
cover is opened

Smart Thunderbolt/USB protection.
Configures ports to block storage devices
and unauthorized data transfer

AMD Memory Guard. Scrambles encryption
keys stored in system memory so hackers
can’t use them to unencrypt the hard drive

IR camera. Enables facial recognition
with Windows Hello

Fingerprint reader. Enables easy biometric
authentication — Lenovo’s match-on-chip and
match-on-network fingerprint readers are the
most secure in the industry

Lenovo Premier Support:

Peace of mind around the clock and around the globe
Lenovo Premier Support is your 24/7/365 remote
help desk with dedicated, unscripted, advanced
technical support, including comprehensive
hardware, peripheral, and OEM software support.5
Global coverage in more than 100 markets
with local language support
Warranty claims including parts and labor,
onsite labor,6,7 and parts prioritization7,8
Single point of contact for simplified end-to-end
case management
Powerful suite of reporting tools for your IT team7,9
Comprehensive hardware, peripheral, and OEM
software support10
Dedicated technical support available 24/7/365
We’ve got you covered with Lenovo Premier Support.

91%
of Premier Support customers indicate
they would purchase again.

88%
of Lenovo customers indicate they
would recommend Premier Support
to a peer.11
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Work should fit life
The Lenovo ThinkPad Z Series is designed
for a new generation that can create and make
connections from anywhere, with an eye on
sustainability.
The tools they want to use reflect these values and support
their work — without compromise.
Contact your Lenovo representative to learn more
or visit www.lenovo.com/zseries.
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